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Ryan Kaur leads a playboy’s life without guilt. The son of a rich industrialist he has the time and the money to do

what he wants when he wants to. Ryan takes risks with his life in everything he does. From crashing his parent’s cars

to playing high stakes poker in disreputable dives to racy affairs with inappropriate women, Ryan Kaur lives his life

on the edge. The problem with this is that his behavior makes him a security risk and his father is in danger of losing

a lucrative contract with the government to develop weapons to fight nearly indestructible dragons. To rein in his

son’s outrageous behavior, he hires a babysitter of sorts, a lawyer and ex-Marine who is as fearless as Ryan.

Stephanie Brooks came from a family that served the Marines for many generations and it was inconceivable that

she would have any other career. But if there was something she loved more than the Marines it was law. When she

served her four years, she defied her family to attend college, then law school and earned high honors. This landed

her a job at Peters, Watins and Roe, a top law firm that catered to corporate clients. She barely started her new job

when she was called into Mr. Watins office and given the assignment of “guiding” Ryan Kaur to more acceptable

behavior. While Stephanie was skeptical of what she could achieve, she wasn’t given the option to decline the

assignment.

In Ryan and Steph’s first meeting Ryan takes off in anger and Steph follows him determined to do her job. But Ryan
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crashing the car brings about dramatic results and soon both of them are on the run from the government. 

Can Steph and Ryan keep free of the tendrils of an overreaching government bent on studying dragons? And while

they are at it, can they make sense of the overwhelming attraction they have for each other?

The Dragon Unleashed is a stand-alone story meant for adults in the Dragons Unbound Universe. It features a super-

hot dragon, a curvy, spunky human girl and steamy love scenes that make you dream of your own dragon. 

 
Subscribe to our newsletter at:

http://persiapublishing.com/subscribe-to-romance-stryker/

Join our Facebook Group at:

https://www.facebook.com/KT-Stryker-193791974459021/

A list of all my novels:

The Dragon Lords:

Captured by the Dragon - Standalone

Kissed by The Dragon - Standalone

Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, dragon battles, and sexy shifters. Intended for mature audiences only.
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